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Abstract
In this study, we discuss the rich verb classification system of Laz (an endangered South Cau-
casian language spoken in Turkey), focusing on lexically transitive verbs. Research on the seman-
tic decomposition of bivalent events has largely focused on whether the event entails a culmina-
tion/resultant state or how causation is to be encoded. Nevertheless, there is robust morphological 
evidence that, in the way it classifies lexically transitive verbs, Laz cares about semantic notions 
which are not at the center of these debates. This is the classification we will argue for.
(1) a. CLASS.I verbs ⇐ see the examples in (2)

an agent initiates/causes an event but has no control over the theme beyond initiation.
3 ‘throw’, ‘spill’, ‘drop’ . . .

b. CLASS.II verbs
an agent initiates/causes an event and has control over the theme throughout the event.
(i) CLASS.II-A ⇐ see the examples in (3)

verbs whose themes undergo physical change in appearance
e.g. 3 ‘roast’, ‘build’, ‘chew’ . . .

(ii) CLASS.II-B ⇐ see the examples in (4)
verbs whose themes do not undergo physical change in appearance
e.g. 3 ‘close’, ‘step’, ‘pull’, . . .

This classification essentially highlights two kinds of semantic notions.
(i) Co-temporality between subevents: The split between CLASS.I and CLASS.II verbs concern
whether initiation and process subevents are co-temporal or not (cf. Rappaport Hovav (2008);
Krifka (2004)) as diagnosed by the extent of the agent’s control over the event. E.g. in a ‘throwing’
event, the agent is only an initiator and lacks any control over the trajectory of the displaced theme.
In a ‘chewing’ or ‘building’ event, however, the agent is fully in control over the entire process.
(ii) Physical affectedness of the theme: Transitive verbs where the agent is in control of the entire
event are classified by how their themes are affected. Importantly, CLASS.II-A verbs do not point
to the well-known notion of ‘change-of-state’, but to a notion of ‘irreversible physical change’
(cf. patient in Van Valin (1999)) Hence, ‘roasting’ vs. ‘closing’, although both typically denote
result-entailing events, fall in different classes because their themes are affected in different ways.

Accordingly, a verb selecting a particular morphological template is semantic, not unpredictable.
Then, an interesting question comes up: is selection ‘static’ (thanks to information encoded in
verbal roots) or ‘fluid’? We argue the former is the case because it is generally impossible to
shift the morphological class of a verb when it is describing a situation which goes against the
semantic generalization. — Just an example: a sending event [CLASS.I, (2c)] involves an agent
initiating the displacement of the theme, and (canonically) lacking control beyond that. Yet, there
are sendings where the agent retains control over the movement of the theme, e.g. by remote-
controlling a drone. Similarly, while nibblings [CLASS.II-A, (3C)] canonically entail irreversible
physical change in the theme, a dog nibbling the bone (with visible physical change) vs. a steel
rod (with no physical change) does not correlate with a shift in morphological class. Essentially,
we have found synchronic shift between morphological classes to be non-existent. To conclude, it
seems that even in semantic classification systems, grammars may care more about what’s encoded
in lexical items than the properties of actual situations that these lexical items are used to describe.
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(2) CLASS.I verbs: morphological template ⇒ o-root-am
a. K’oçepe-k

men-ERG

nca
tree.NOM

c-o-ninkt-am-an
DOWN-PRV-topple-IMPF.II-PRES.3PL

‘The men are toppling the tree.’
b. Aşela-k

Aşela-ERG

kva
stone.NOM

o-t’oç-am-s
PRV-throw-IMPF.II-PRS.3SG

‘Aşela is throwing the stone.’
c. Gubazi-k

Gubazi-ERG

mektubi
letter.NOM

o-ncğon-am-s
PRV-send-IMPF.II-PRS.3SG

‘Gubazi is sending the letter.’
d. Amedi-k

Amedi-ERG

xami
knife.NOM

o-k’ap’in-am-s
PRV-let.go-IMPF.II-PRS.3SG

‘Amedi is dropping the knife.’
(3) CLASS.II-A verbs: morphological template ⇒ root-um

a. Bere-k
child-ERG

lu
cabbage.NOM

mezlap’-um-s
mash-IMPF.I-PRS.3SG

‘The child is mashing cabbage.’
b. Şana-k

Şana-ERG

k’romi
onion.NOM

go-ç’-um-s
PV-roast-IMPF.I-PRS.3SG

‘Şana is roasting onions.’
c. Layç’i-k

dog-ERG

ili
bone.NOM

ğerğ-um-s
nibble-IMPF.I-PRS.3SG

‘The dog is nibbling the bone.’
d. Bozomota-k

girl-ERG

urdzenepe
grapes.NOM

ç’inax-um-s
crush-IMPF.I-PRS.3SG

‘The girl is crushing grapes.’
(4) CLASS.II-B verbs: morphological template ⇒ root-am

a. K’oçi-k
man-ERG

k’afri
nail.NOM

ce-ç-am-s
DOWN-hit-IMPF.II-PRS.3SG

‘The man is banging the nail.’
b. Xordza-k

woman-ERG

toyç’i
rope.NOM

zd-am-s
pull-IMPF.II-PRS.3SG

‘The man is pulling the rope.’
c. Bere-k

child-ERG

ek’na
door.NOM

mo+la-zd-am-s
TWRD.ONESELF-pull-IMPF.II-PRS.3SG

‘The child is closing the door.’
d. Bere-k

child-ERG

k’uçxe
foot.NOM

me-dg-am-s
PV-put-IMPF.II-PRS.3SG

‘The child is taking a step (lit: putting a foot)’
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